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About This Content

Aloha! The fresh, floral air energizes you. The warm, tranquil waters refresh you. The breathtaking, natural beauty renews you.
As the sun sets, you look around, you're on an exotic island, wearing a straw skirt and flowers in your hair. This can be your life

if you upgrade now to Hawaii Coco!

This DLC contains a custom skin for Coco Nebulon in Awesomenauts. You need to have Coco Nebulon available as a playable
character in order to access the skin in-game. Owning this skin will also unlock the special portrait for use in-game.
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Title: Awesomenauts - Coco Hawaii Skin
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Ronimo Games
Publisher:
Ronimo Games
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10

Processor: Any processor with 2 Cores

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD or NVIDIA videocard with at least 512MB, or Intel HD Graphics

Hard Drive: 3.5 GB HD space

Other Requirements: Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Dutch,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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pros: novel graphics, ocassionally humorous visuals or writing, there is a drive to progress due to novelty in weapons and
enemies.
cons: platformings sections are too common and too tedious, enemies will knock you off a platform forcing you to repeat an
entire platforming section, or even the whole level if you fall to your death, which is very easy with how little the player can see
below them. the parts that might have been humerous or even annoying become very annoying with how often you have to
repeat them, be it dialouge, visuals, or gameplay. knockback is the only thing that kills you, usually by knocking you into an
instant death pit. navigating the overworld is super tedious, and features platforming segments that only waste your time.

I would not reccomend this game except to a child who can't distinguish quality from not or a type of masochist who loves being
annoyed. if you are even a little impatiant you will hate this game.

. Massive is one of those types of games made by scam artists to steal from you. It would've been fine if I didn't buy one of my
friends this game. It advertises co-op but it's almost impossible to play with friends. Thank God my friend knew better when he
heard that if you exceed 2 hours of playtime you unlock cheats. Not true.

It's often mentioned by quite a lot of people that this game uses the same sound FX from their previous games and also code
from another game called 'Nuclear Throne'. Now I don't mind the whole copy-paste from thier work, but nothing is different.
Neither is the gameplay anything worth buying this game for.

Previously, (14th Feb) I wrote a good review. I was surprised to see the game devs respond. (Their Steam profile is private by
the way which was extra shady). Now, there's two ways this could have gone. Either they paid people to write good reviews for
this game, or they search for positive reviews and comment on them.

Since the game devs saw this review before this change they have written this comment (This is just in case they delete their
comment on this review which wouldn't surprise me):

"Thank you very much 'ayyy m9s :D',
we are working hard to make a good game and your words incentivize to make more and more."

Don't waste your money on this sh*t. Buy something better.

(Credit to Dr. Rockso M.D for reminding me of this game). Great Tower Defense Game. With the price of $4.49, totally worth
the money.. Have been playing quite a bit of this game recently. Just found out about the Foundry aaaaaaaaand...... it's gone.
That fact almost turned me off of this game if it wasn't the only good D&D game in my opinion. The Foundry being broken is a
pretty big deal though and I most likely will loss interest in simply playing this game as I normally do with MMO's. The user
generated quests got stupid excited only to be majorly let down by the game and by the support team that is supposed to cover
the game.

TL;DR: If you came for Foundry you might as well turn around unless you like boring MMO's. Possibly one of the best hero
classes in the game. His ability to create very dangerous choke points makes him well worth the money.. This game... is
REALLY wierd (mostly funny though).
From a gameplay perspective, it's like most shooters, but with more customization. It's a game you can play over and over again
to unlock everything.
Other than that you could just get it for the bonus character for 100% Orange juice (who is really good might I add).

Pudding...
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I made a video review to show off some of the features and gameplay of this game!
http://youtu.be/2UfJmhkeNmo
I hope you enjoy!
Martyr. who even plays this anymore. Complete with sound effects, music and game mechanics from the original game, this is
probably one of the cutest forms of DLC in any game I've ever seen.. Why can't I find a match?. In my opinion, this is the only
culture pack that is worth the buy. The Celtic factions are fun to play with especially with their guerilla deployment for every
unit and completely unique unit roster. Unlike all the other culture packs, this one adds a decent amount of new content

7\/10. výborn zážitok na VR, škoda že je tu len jeden level.
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